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Abstract
An ontology language for ontology mediated query answer-
ing (OMQA-language) is universal for a family of OMQA-
languages if it is the most expressive one among this family.
In this paper, we focus on three families of tractable OMQA-
languages, including first-order rewritable languages and lan-
guages whose data complexity of the query answering is in
AC0 or PTIME. On the negative side, we prove that there is,
in general, no universal language for each of these families
of languages. On the positive side, we propose a novel prop-
erty, the locality, to approximate the first-order rewritability,
and show that there exists a language of disjunctive embed-
ded dependencies that is universal for the family of OMQA-
languages with locality. All of these results apply to OMQA
with query languages such as conjunctive queries, unions of
conjunctive queries and acyclic conjunctive queries.

Introduction
Ontology mediated query answering (OMQA) is a paradigm
that generalizes the traditional database querying by enrich-
ing the database with a domain ontology (Poggi et al. 2008).
This paradigm has played an important role in the semantic
web (Calvanese et al. 2007; Baader, Brandt, and Lutz 2005),
data modelling (Berardi, Calvanese, and De Giacomo 2005),
data exchange (Fagin et al. 2005) and data integration (Lenz-
erini 2002), and has recently emerged as one of the central
issues in knowledge representation as well as in databases.

A long-term major topic for OMQA is to identify proper
languages that specify ontologies. There have been a large
number of ontology languages proposed for OMQA since
the mid 2000s. For instance, in description logics, the DL-
Lite family (Calvanese et al. 2007), EL-family (Baader,
Brandt, and Lutz 2005) and other variants have been pro-
posed and extensively studied. More recently, the Datalog±
family, a.k.a. existential rule languages, or dependencies in
databases, have been rediscovered as promising languages
for OMQA, see, e.g., (Baget et al. 2011; Calı̀, Gottlob, and
Lukasiewicz 2012; Calı̀, Gottlob, and Pieris 2012). Most of
these languages enjoy good computational properties such
as the first-order rewritability or PTIME data complexity.
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While all these languages are of their specific features and
hence are useful in different applications, it is not realistic
to implement OMQA-systems for all of them. So a natu-
ral question arises: Can we find the largest one (in the ex-
pressiveness) among the family of first-order rewritable (or
PTIME-tractable) OMQA-languages? Let us call the largest
language in the above sense a universal language. Clearly,
it is of great theoretical and practical importance to iden-
tify the existence of universal language w.r.t. some kind of
tractability, which is also the main task of this paper.

It is worth noting that the universality is one of the major
principles for designing languages in both computer science
and logic. For example, almost all the traditional program-
ming languages, including C, Java and Prolog, are known
to be universal for the family of Turing complete program-
ming languages; propositional logic can express all boolean
functions; and by the well-known Lindström theorem the
first-order logic is the largest one among the logics that en-
joy both the compactness and the Löwenheim-Skolem prop-
erty; see, e.g., (Ebbinghaus, Flum, and Thomas 1994). In
databases, first-order language is shown to be universal for
the family of query languages with data complexity in AC0,
and Datalog universal for the family of query languages with
data complexity in PTIME; see, e.g., (Immerman 1999).

Some recent work in OMQA has been done along the line
of identifying universal languages. Calvanese et al. (2013)
proved that, under a certain syntactic classification, some
languages in the DL-Lite family are the maximal fragments
of description logic with the first-order rewritability. By re-
garding OMQA as traditional database querying, Gottlob,
Rudolph, and Simkus (2014) showed that weakly-guarded
tuple-generating dependencies (TGDs) captures the class of
EXPTIME queries; Rudolph and Thomazo (2015) proved
that general TGDs captures the class of recursively enu-
merable queries. In the setting of schema mapping, Zhang,
Zhang, and You (2015) showed that weakly-acyclic TGDs
is the most expressive language of TGDs with finite semi-
oblivious chase. All of these results shed new insights on
understanding the expressiveness of existential rules, but it
is worth noting that OMQA is significantly different from
both traditional database querying and schema mapping. To
understand the expressiveness in the framework of OMQA,



Zhang, Zhang, and You (2016) proved that the language of
disjunctive embedded dependencies is universal for the fam-
ily of recursively enumerable OMQA-languages. Along this
line, this paper will focus on tractable OMQA.

Aimed at exploiting universal languages for the tractable
OMQA, in this paper we focus on three families of OMQA-
languages, including first-order rewritable languages and
languages whose data complexity is in AC0 or PTIME. Our
contributions are summarized as follows. On one hand, we
prove that there is, in general, no universal language for each
of the above families of languages. On the other hand, by re-
stricting the number of database constants involved in query
answering, we propose a novel property, called the local-
ity, to approximate the first-order rewritability, and identify
the existence of universal language for the family of local
OMQA-languages. All of these results hold for OMQA with
query languages such as conjunctive queries, unions of con-
junctive queries and acyclic conjunctive queries.

Preliminaries
Databases and Instances. We use a countably infinite set
of constants and a countably infinite set of variables, and
assume they are disjoint. Every term is either a constant or a
variable. A relational schema R consists of a set of relation
symbols. Each relation symbol has an arity which is a natural
number. An atoms over R (or R-atom) is either an equality,
or a relational atom built upon terms and relation symbols
in R. A fact is a variable-free relational atom. Each instance
over R (or R-instance) consists of a set of facts over R.
Instances that are finite are called databases. Suppose I is
an instance. Let adom(I) denote the set of constants that
occur in I . Let DB[R] denote the class of all databases over
schema R. Given a set A of constants, by I|A we denote the
subset of I in which each fact involves only constants in A.

Let I and J be instances over a relational schema R, and
C ⊆ adom(I) ∩ adom(J). Then every C-homomorphism
from I to J is a function h : adom(I)→ adom(J) such that
(i) R(~a) ∈ I implies R(h(~a)) ∈ J for all relation symbols
R ∈ R and all tuples ~a of constants, and (ii) h(c) = c for
all c ∈ C. If such h exists, we say that I is C-homomorphic
to J , and write I →C J ; in addition, we write I �C J if h
is injective. For simplicity, C will be dropped if it is empty.

Queries. Fix R as a relational schema. By a query over R
(or R-query) we mean a formula built upon atoms over R
in some logic. The logic could be first-order logic, second-
order logic, or other variants. A query is boolean if it has
no free variables. For convenience, given any query q, let
const(q) denote the set of constants that occur in q.

Every first-order formula is called a first-order query. A
conjunctive query (CQ) is a query of the form ∃~y.ϕ(~x, ~y)
where ϕ is a finite but nonempty conjunction of relational
atoms. Let q be a boolean CQ. We use [q] to denote the
database that consists of all the atoms that appear in q, where
variables in atoms are regarded as special constants. The
Gaifman graph of q is an undirected graph with each term in
q as a vertex, and with each pair of distinct terms as an edge
if they cooccur in some atom in q. A boolean CQ is called
acyclic if its Gaifman graph is acyclic. A union of conjunc-

tive query (UCQ) is a first-order formula built upon atoms
by connectives ∧,∨ and quantifier ∃. Clearly, every UCQ is
equivalent to a disjunction of CQs.

Every Datalog¬ program consists of a finite set of rules
of the form ∀~x∀~y(ϕ(~x, ~y) → α(~x)), where α is a relational
atom andϕ is a finite conjunction of atoms or negated atoms;
α and ϕ are called the head and the body of the rule, respec-
tively. Each variable in ~x should have at least one positive
occurrence in ϕ. A relation symbol is called intentional if
it has at least one occurrence in the head of some rule, and
extensional otherwise. No intensional relation symbol is al-
lowed to appear in a negated atom. A Datalog¬ query is of
the form (Π,P)(~x) where Π is a Datalog¬ program, P an ex-
tensional relation symbol, and ~x a variable tuple of a proper
length. It is well-known that every Datalog¬ query can be
translated to an equivalent formula in least fixpoint logic,
see, e.g., (Ebbinghaus and Flum 1995).

Only boolean queries will be used in this work. For conve-
nience, we employ CQ, ACQ and UCQ to denote the classes
of boolean CQs, boolean acyclic CQs and boolean UCQs,
respectively. Let FO denote the class of boolean first-order
queries, FO(+,×) denote the class of boolean first-order
queries that involve two built-in arithmetic relations + and
×, and Datalog¬(≤) denote the class of boolean Datalog¬
queries that involve a built-in successor relation Succ, and
special constants min and max, denoting the minimum and
the maximum elements, respectively, under the underlying
order. Given a class C of queries and a relational schema R,
let C[R] denote the class of R-queries that belong to C.

In the theory of descriptive complexity (Immerman 1999),
it was proved that FO(+,×) and Datalog¬(≤) exactly cap-
ture complexity classes AC0 and PTIME respectively, where
AC0 denotes the class of languages recognized by a uniform
family of circuits with constant depth and polynomial size,
and PTIME denotes the class of languages recognized by a
deterministic Turing machine in polynomial time.

Dependencies. A disjunctive embedded dependency (DED)
over a relational schema R is a sentence σ of the form

∀~x∀~y(φ(~x, ~y)→ ∃~z1.ψ1(~x, ~z1) ∨ · · · ∨ ∃~zk.ψk(~x, ~zk))

where k ≥ 0, φ is a conjunction of relational R-atoms in-
volving terms from ~x ∪ ~y only, each ψi is a conjunction of
atoms over R involving terms from ~x ∪ ~zi only, and each
variable in ~x has at least one occurrence in φ. In particu-
lar, σ is called a tuple-generating dependency (TGD) if it is
equality-free and k = 1. For simplicity, we omit the univer-
sal quantifiers and the brackets appearing outside the atoms.

LetD be a database, Σ a set of (first-order) sentences, and
q a boolean query; all of them are over a common relational
schema R. We writeD∪Σ � q if, for all R-instances I with
D ⊆ I , if I |= σ for all sentences σ ∈ Σ then I |= q, where
the satisfaction relation |= is defined in the standard way.

Ontologies and Languages in OMQA
Before identifying the existence of universal languages for
OMQA, we need some notions to clarify what an ontology in
OMQA is, and what an ontology language in OMQA is. To



make the presented results more applicable, we will define
these notions in a language-independent way.

To define ontologies in OMQA, below we generalize the
notion introduced in (Zhang, Zhang, and You 2016) from
CQs to more general query languages such as UCQs.
Definition 1. Let D and Q be relational schemas, and Q a
class of queries. A quasi-OMQA[Q]-ontology over (D ,Q)
is a set of ordered pairs (D, q), whereD is a D-database and
q a boolean Q-query in Q such that const(q) ⊆ adom(D).

Moreover, a quasi-OMQA[Q]-ontologyO over (D ,Q) is
called an OMQA[Q]-ontology if all of the following hold:

1. O is closed under query conjunctions, i.e.,
(D,q) ∈ O& (D,p) ∈ O& q∧p ∈ Q =⇒ (D,q∧p) ∈ O.

2. O is closed under query implications, i.e.,
(D, q) ∈ O& p ∈ Q& q � p =⇒ (D, p) ∈ O.

3. O is closed under injective database homomorphisms, i.e.,
(D, q) ∈ O&D �const(q) D

′ =⇒ (D′, q) ∈ O.
Given any logical theory Σ, we can interpret it as a quasi-

OMQA[Q]-ontology over (D ,Q) as follows:

[[Σ]]QD,Q = {(D, q) : D∈DB[D ] & q∈Q[Q] &D ∪ Σ � q}.
It is easy to see that, for theories Σ in almost all the classical
logic, [[Σ]]QD,Q is indeed an OMQA[Q]-ontology.

With the notion of ontology, we are then able to present
an abstract definition for ontology languages in OMQA.
Definition 2. Let V be a finite but nonempty set, D and
Q relational schemas, and Q a class of queries. Then every
OMQA[Q]-language L over (D ,Q) (with vocabulary V ) is
defined as an ordered pair (T,M) such that:

1. T consists of a decidable set of theories, each of which is
a finite string over V (i.e., an element of V ∗);

2. M is a semantic mapping, i.e., a function that maps each
theory in T to an OMQA[Q]-ontology over (D ,Q).

Example 1. Let D and Q be relational schemas, Q a class
of queries, and T a decidable class of finite sets of DEDs.
Let M be a function that maps each set Σ ∈ T to [[Σ]]QD,Q. It
is easy to see that L = (T,M) is an OMQA[Q]-language.

The language L defined above is called a DED-language
over (D ,Q) (induced by T ). In particular, if T consists of
all finite sets of DEDs, we call it the full DED-language over
(D ,Q). Unfortunately, it had been proved in (Vardi 1982)
that query answering with the full DED-language is uncom-
putable. In this work, we thus focus on tractable OMQA-
languages. We will consider two kinds of tractability:
Definition 3. Let D and Q be relational schemas, C and Q
classes of queries, andK a complexity class. An OMQA[Q]-
language L = (T,M) over (D ,Q) is

1. C-rewritable if there is a computable function rew that
maps each ordered pair (t, q) ∈ T × Q[Q] to a boolean
query ϕt,q ∈ C[D ] such that (D, q) ∈M(t) iffD |= ϕt,q;
in this case, rew is called a C-rewriting function of L.

2. K-compilable if there is a computable function com that
maps each ordered pair (t, q) ∈ T × Q[Q] to a Turing
machine Mt,q , whose running time belongs to the class
K, such that (D, q) ∈ M(t) iffMt,q accepts on the input
D; in this case, com is called a K-compiler of L.

Example 2. According to (Calı̀, Gottlob, and Lukasiewicz
2012), the language of linear TGDs is both FO-rewritable
and AC0-compilable, and the language of guarded TGDs is
both Datalog¬(≤)-rewritable and PTIME-compilable.
Remark 1. Clearly, there is a nonuniform way to redefine
notions in Definition 3 by allowing rewriting functions and
compilers to be uncomputable. However, it is worth noting
that languages defined in such a way could be intractable. In
fact, there is a nonuniform FO-rewritable OMQA-language
in which the query answering is highly undecidable.

Next we give the definition of universal OMQA-language.
Definition 4. LetQ be a class of queries, D and Q relational
schemas, and L = (T,M) and L′ = (T ′,M ′) OMQA[Q]-
languages over (D ,Q). Then we say that L′ is at least as
expressive as L, written L ≤ L′, if for each theory t ∈ T
there is a theory t′ ∈ T ′ such thatM(t) = M ′(t); andL′ has
the same expressiveness as L if both L ≤ L′ and L′ ≤ L.

An OMQA[Q]-languageL is called universal for a family
L of OMQA[Q]-languages over (D ,Q) if (i) L ∈ L , and
(ii) for all languages L′ ∈ L , we have that L′ ≤ L.

Nonexistence for the General Case
One ambitious goal in OMQA is to find some universal lan-
guage for the tractable OMQA. Unfortunately, the following
theorem shows that this goal is in general unachievable.
Theorem 1. Let D and Q be relational schemas such that
Q contains a relation symbol of arity ≥ 2, and suppose C ∈
{FO,FO (+,×),Datalog¬(≤)} and ACQ ⊆ Q ⊆ UCQ.
Then there is no universal language for the family of C-
rewritable OMQA[Q]-languages over (D ,Q).

Since AC0 and PTIME are exactly captured by FO(+,×)
and Datalog¬(≤) respectively, by Theorem 1 we have
Corollary 2. Let D and Q be relational schemas such that
Q contains at least one relation symbol of arity ≥ 2, and
suppose K ∈ {AC0, PTIME} and ACQ ⊆ Q ⊆ UCQ.
Then there is no universal language for the family of K-
compilable OMQA[Q]-languages over (D ,Q).

To prove Theorem 1, the general idea is to implement a
diagonalization argument as follows. Assume by contradic-
tion that there is a universal language for the desired family.
We first give an effective enumeration for all nontrivial on-
tologies defined in the universal language. With this enumer-
ation, we then construct a new OMQA[Q]-ontology O and
a new language L′ in which O is definable; Finally we show
that L′ is still C-rewritable, which leads to a contradiction.

Proof of Theorem 1. Only consider the case where C = FO
and Q = UCQ. Assume by contradiction that there is a uni-
versal language for FO-rewritable OMQA[UCQ]-languages
over (D ,Q). Let L = (T,M) be such a language. Our task
is to define another FO-rewritable OMQA[UCQ]-language
that is strictly more expressive than L. To do this, we first
construct an ontology that is not definable in L.

Before we present the construction, some notations are
needed. W.l.o.g., we assume that there is a binary relation
symbol R in Q. Note that, by a repetition of the parameters,
R can be always simulated by another relation symbol of



arity > 2. For example, one can use S(x, x, y) to simulate
R(x, y). With this assumption, we first define a sequence of
acyclic CQs. For all integers n ≥ 1, we define

qn = ∃x0 · · · ∃xn(R(x0, x1) ∧ · · · ∧R(xn−1, xn)).

Intuitively, qn asserts that there is a cycle-free path (via R)
of length n+ 1 in the intended model.

Let ~s = (s1, s2, . . . ) be an effective enumeration1 of all
the theories in T . Such an enumeration clearly exists. Now
our task is to construct countably infinite sequences ~N and~t,
where ~N = (N1, N2, . . . ) is a sequence of positive integers,
and ~t = (t1, t2, . . . ) is a sequence of theories in T . The
sequences are required to have the following properties:

1. ~N is monotonic increasing, i.e., Ni ≤ Nj if i < j;
2. For all k ≥ 1 there exists a database D with (D, qk) ∈
M(tk) and |adom(D)| ≤ Nk;

3. For all t ∈ T \~t there exists i > 0 such that |adom(D)| >
Ni + 1 for all databases D with (D, qi) ∈M(t).

Procedure 1 is devoted to generate the desired sequences.

Procedure 1: Generating Sequences ~t and ~N

1 n← 1 ;
2 for i← 1 to∞ do
3 for n← n to∞ do
4 for j ← 1 to n do
5 if ∃D : (D, qi)∈M(sj) & |adom(D)| ≤

n then goto line 9 ;
6 if ∃D : (D, qi)∈M(sj) & |adom(D)| ≤

n+ 1 then
7 n← n+ 1 ;
8 goto line 9 ;

9 Ni ←− n ;
10 ti ←− sj ;
11 delete sj from ~s ;

Now we have the following property:

Claim 1. The sequences ~N and ~t generated by Procedure 1
satisfy Properties (1-3).

Now we are able to construct the desired ontology. To do
this, we first define some notations. For n ≥ 1, let λn denote
the sentence ∃x1 · · ·xn

∧
1≤i<j≤n ¬(xi = xj), which as-

serts that the intended domain contains at least n elements.
Given a boolean UCQ q, if there exists an integer k ≥ 1 such
that qk � q, letϕq denote λNm+1 wherem is the least integer
among such ks, and let ϕq denote the sentence ∃x¬(x = x)
(always false) if no such ks exist. Furthermore, we define

O = {(D, q) : D ∈ DB[D ] & q ∈ UCQ[Q] &D |= ϕq}.
It is not difficult to prove the following properties:

Claim 2. O is an OMQA[UCQ]-ontology.
1I.e., there is a Turing machine to generate such an enumeration.

Claim 3. O 6= M(t) for any theory t ∈ T .
With Claims 2 and 3, we are now in the position to prove

the desired theorem. Let t′ be a binary string such that
t′ 6∈ T , and let T ′ = T ∪ {t′}. Following the decidability
of T , we have the decidability of T ′. Let M ′ be a function
that extends M by mapping t′ to O, and let L′ = (T ′,M ′).
By Claim 2, we know that L′ is an OMQA[UCQ]-language.
Suppose rew is an FO-rewriting function. Let rew′ be a
function that extends rew by mapping (t′, q) to ϕq for all
boolean UCQs q. By a slight modification to Procedure 1,
one can easily devise an algorithm to compute Ni (and si)
on given integer i ≥ 1. This implies that rew′ is computable.
By definition, we know that rew is an FO-rewriting func-
tion, which implies that L′ is FO-rewritable. By Claim 3,
we also know that L′ is strictly more expressive than L, a
contradiction as desired. And this completes the proof.

Remark 2. Since the sentence ϕq defined in the above proof
is also an FO(+,×)-sentence, so the proof directly applies
to the case of FO(+,×). For a proof of the remaining case,
one can convert ϕq to a Datalog¬(≤)-program.

Locality to the Rescue
In the last section, we proved that there is no universal lan-
guage for tractable OMQA in general. Then, a natural ques-
tion arises as to whether one can find a natural property that
approximates the tractability but still allows the existence of
a universal language. The challenge here is that the property
should be manageable enough to avoid a diagonalization ar-
gument (see the proof of Theorem 1). Below we propose a
property as an approximation of FO-rewritability.

Locality as Approximation of FO-rewritability
A bound function is a computable function ` : N → N such
that `(n) ≥ n for n ∈ N. To simplify the presentation, we fix
a way to represent bound functions, e.g., one can represent
each bound function by a Turing machine that computes it.
A class of bound functions is called decidable if the class of
representations of those bound functions is decidable.

To measure the size of a query, we fix a function || · || that
maps each UCQ to a nonnegative integer. Clearly, there are
a number of methods to define || · ||. The only restriction here
is that we require ||p∧ q|| ≥ ||p||+ ||q|| for all UCQs p and q.
Definition 5. Let D and Q be relational schemas, and Q
a class of queries, O an OMQA[Q]-ontology over (D ,Q),
and ` a bound function. Then O is called `-local if for all
boolean Q-queries q ∈ Q and all D-databases D there is a
set A, which consists of at most `(||q||) constants, such that

(D, q) ∈ O iff (D|A, q) ∈ O.
Furthermore, given an OMQA[Q]-language L, a bound

function ` and a class F of bound functions, L is called `-
local if all OMQA[Q] ontologies defined in L is `-local, and
L is F-local if it is `′-local for some bound function `′ ∈ F.

One might question why the bounded locality is a good
approximation to the first-order rewritability. Let ∃+FO( 6=)
denote the class of first-order sentences built on atoms and
inequalities by using connectives ∧,∨ and the quantifier



∃. Obviously, this class is exactly the class of UCQs with
inequalities. It had been observed by Benedikt et al. that
∃+FO(6=) captures the class of first-order sentences that pre-
served under injective homomorphisms (2016). It remains
open whether such a preservation theorem holds on finite
structures (or databases). If this is indeed true, by the fol-
lowing proposition we then have that an OMQA-language is
FO-rewritable iff it is `-local for some bound function `.

Proposition 3. Let D and Q be relational schemas, O an
OMQA[UCQ]-ontology over (D ,Q), and ` a bound func-
tion. Then O is `-local iff for each boolean Q-UCQ q there
is a ∃+FO(6=)-sentence ϕ with at most `(||q||) quantifiers
such that (D, q) ∈ O iff D |= ϕ for all D-databases D.

Remark 3. Proposition 3 reveals an intrinsic connection be-
tween the bounded locality and the complexity of rewritings.
We will elaborate this in an extended version of this paper.

Universal Language for Local OMQA
Now it remains to know whether the bounded locality al-
lows the existence of universal languages. For convenience,
in the rest of this section, we fix F as a decidable class of
bound functions; fix D and Q as a pair of disjoint relational
schemas. The disjointness will not introduce any real lim-
itation. For instance, in a DED-language, given any set Σ
of DEDs, one can construct another set Σ′ of DEDs by in-
troducing a fresh relation symbol R′ for each R ∈ D , and
adding copy rules of the form R′(~x)→ R(~x). Clearly, Σ′ has
the same behaviour over (D ′,Q) as Σ over (D ,Q), where
D ′ denotes the schema consisting of all the fresh symbols.

Surprisingly, we have the following result.

Theorem 4. LetQ be a decidable class of UCQs. Then there
exists a DED-language that is universal for the family of F-
local OMQA[Q]-languages over (D ,Q).

Let ` be any bound function in F. To prove Theorem 4,
the general idea is to develop a transformation that converts
every DED set to an `-local DED set. In addition, for each
DED set that is already `-local, the transformation is re-
quired to preserve the semantics of query answering. If such
a transformation exists, since DED is universal for the fam-
ily of OMQA-languages in which query answering is recur-
sively enumerable, we then obtain a universal language for
the family of F-local OMQA-languages.

Let us begin with a finite set Σ of DEDs over a relational
schema R ⊇ D ∪Q. To implement the desired transforma-
tion, we first show how to construct an `-local OMQA[Q]-
ontology from Σ. As a natural idea, one may expect to define
the desired ontology by removing all the pairs (D, q) from
the original ontology (defined by Σ) where q is not `-local
on D. Unfortunately, the ontology defined above is in gen-
eral not well-defined. To construct the desired ontology, the
`-locality and the closure under both query conjunctions and
query implications should be maintained simultaneously.

Below we explain how to construct the ontology. We need
to fix a strict linear order ≺ over Q-UCQs firstly. The strict
linear order is required to satisfy p ≺ q for all Q-UCQs p
and q such that ||p|| < ||q||. Clearly, such an order always
exists. For the given set Σ of DEDs, let SΣ be the set that

consists of the ordered pair (D, q) if D is a D-database, q is
a Q-UCQ in Q, and the following condition holds:

∀p∈Q[Q] : ||p|| ≤ ||p̂r(q)||& p̂r(q) � p

=⇒∃A⊆adom(D) s.t. |A|≤`(||p||) &D|A∪Σ � p
(1)

where pr(q) is the set of boolean UCQs p such that p ≺ q
and (D, p) ∈ SΣ, and p̂r(q) denotes the conjunction of q
and all UCQs in pr(q). Moreover, we defineOΣ as the mini-
mum superset of SΣ that is closed under query conjunctions,
query implications and injective database homomorphisms.

The constructed ontology enjoys several properties which
will play important roles in our proof for Theorem 4.

Lemma 5. If [[Σ]]QD,Q is `-local, then OΣ = [[Σ]]QD,Q.

Lemma 6. OΣ is an `-local OMQA[Q]-ontology.

Proof. We first claim that, for all UCQs q with (D, q) ∈ OΣ,
there exists an integer k ≥ 1 and UCQs p1, . . . , pk such that
(D, pi) ∈ SΣ for each pi and p1 ∧ · · · ∧ pk � q. This can be
proved by a routine induction of the construction of OΣ.

With the claim, w.l.o.g., we assume p1 ≺ p2 ≺ · · · ≺ pk.
Let p denote the query p1 ∧ · · · ∧ pk. Obviously, it holds that
p̂r(pk) � p, which implies that p̂r(pk) � q immediately. On
the other hand, by definition we know that pi is `-local onD,
i.e., there is a set Ai ⊆ adom(D) such that D|Ai

∪ Σ � pi.
Let A = A1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ak. We then have D|A ∪ Σ � p and
|A| ≤ `(||p1||) + · · · + `(||pk||) ≤ `(||p1|| + · · · + ||pk||) ≤
`(||p||). Consequently, we obtain that p is `-local on D.

Now, it remains to show that q is `-local onD. For the case
where ||p|| ≤ ||q||, from p � q and D|A ∪ Σ � p, we obtain
that D|A ∪ Σ � q, which implies that q is `-local on D. For
the other case, it must be true that ||p|| > ||q||. From the fact
that ||p̂r(pk)|| ≥ ||p||, we know that ||p̂r(pk)|| > ||q||. Since
(D, pk) ∈ Sk is true, by Condition (1) we know that there is
a set B ⊆ adom(D) such that D|B ∪ Σ � q, which means
that q is `-local on D. This then completes the proof.

Lemma 7. OΣ is recursively enumerable.

Now, to define the transformation, it remains to show how
to encode the ontologyOΣ by another set of DEDs. Suppose
D is the underlying database, and q the underlying query.
The encoding will be implemented in the following way:

1. Simulate the query answering of q under OΣ and D.

2. If the answer of Stage 1 is positive, then nondeterministi-
cally copy disjuncts of q to generate the universal models.

The main challenges of implementing the above encoding
are as follows. Firstly, instead of a single universal model,
we need to generate a set of universal models in Stage 2.
It is not clear whether the technique of generating universal
model in (Zhang, Zhang, and You 2016) can be applied to
this situation. Secondly, to encode the computation in Stage
1, a successor relation is needed. But it seems impossible to
define such a relation in the language of DEDs explicitly.

Below we explain how to implement the encoding.

Defining Successor and Arithmetic Relations. To imple-
ment the desired encoding, a successor relation needs to be
defined so that the constants in the underlying database D



can be ranged over. As there is no negation in the body of
DEDs, it seems impossible to construct DEDs to traverse
ALL constants in adom(D). Fortunately, thanks to the clo-
sure of OMQA-ontologies under injective database homo-
morphisms, we do not need a successor relation on the full
domain. The reason is as follows. Suppose we want to show
that a query q is derivable from the database D under some
ontology O. As O is closed under injective database homo-
morphisms, it is equivalent to show whether there is a subset
A of adom(D) such that q is derivable from D|A under O.

To range over subsets of adom(D), we employ the partial
successor relations on adom(D), each of which is a succes-
sor relation on some subset of adom(D). Clearly, there is
a partial successor relation for each subset A of adom(D).
With the mentioned property, we will define some DEDs to
generate partial successor relations on adom(D). To check
whether q is derivable from D under O, it would be suffi-
cient to test whether the computation of Stage 1 halts with
“accept” under a certain partial successor relation.

Our method to generate partial successor relations was in-
spired by Rudolph and Thomazo’s technique to define suc-
cessor relations in the language of TGDs (2015). In that pa-
per they showed that every homomorphism-closed database
query can be defined by a set of TGDs. It is worth noting
that the ontology mediated queries focused on this paper are
not necessary to be closed under homomorphisms. So their
technique cannot be applied directly. Fortunately, a linear
order on adom(D) can be easily defined by a set of DEDs,
and with this order, we are able to use their idea to generate
all partial successor relations that are compatible with the
defined order. Now we show how to implement this idea.

Let AD be a unary relation symbol that will be interpreted
as adom(D). Clearly, such a relation can be easily defined
by some DEDs. With the relation AD, a linear order relation
Less over AD can then be defined in a routine way:

AD(x) ∧ AD(y)→ Less(x, y) ∨ x = y ∨ Less(y, x) (2)
Less(x, y) ∧ Less(y, z)→ Less(x, z) (3)

Less(x, x)→ ⊥ (4)
To generate all partial successor relations compatible with

Less, we link each constant c in adom(D) with a alias a by
the relation Link(c, a). Suppose a1 and a2 are aliases of con-
stants c1 and c2 respectively, by Next(a1, a2) we mean that
c2 is the immediate successor of c1 in the underlying succes-
sor relation. The head (resp., the tail) of a partial successor
relation is denoted by First(a) (resp., Last(b)). In particular,
we use a as the name of the underlying relation. Every par-
tial successor relation is required to have a head and a tail.
To generate these relations, we use the following DEDs:

AD(x)→ ∃v Link(x, v) ∧ Last(v) ∧ First(v) (5)
AD(x)→ ∃v Link(x, v) ∧ Last(v) ∧ Partial(v) (6)

Less(x, y) ∧ Link(y, v) ∧ Partial(v)

→ ∃uLink(x, u) ∧ Next(u, v) ∧ First(u)
(7)

Less(x, y) ∧ Link(y, v) ∧ Partial(v)

→ ∃uLink(x, u) ∧ Next(u, v) ∧ Partial(u)
(8)

To understand how these DEDs work in more detail, please
refer to the following example.

AD(x)→ ∃v Link(x, v) ∧ Last(v) ∧ First(v) (8)
AD(x)→ ∃v Link(x, v) ∧ Last(v) ∧ Partial(v) (9)

Less(x, y) ∧ Link(y, v) ∧ Partial(v)

→ ∃uLink(x, u) ∧ Next(u, v) ∧ First(u)
(10)

Less(x, y) ∧ Link(y, v) ∧ Partial(v)

→ ∃uLink(x, u) ∧ Next(u, v) ∧ Partial(u)
(11)

To understand how these DEDs work in more detail, please
refer to the following example.
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Figure 1: The Instance Generated in Example 3.

Example 3. Let D be a database which involves only con-
stants c1, c2 and c3, and suppose the linear order defined by
Less is c1 > c2 > c3. By an exhaustive application of DEDs
(9-11),3 we obtain an instance as illustrated by Figure 1.

As seen in Figure 1, there are 7 partial successor relations
s1, . . . , s7 generated in the instance. For example, s1 defines
the partial successor relation involving only c1, s5 define the
relation c2 > c3, and s7 define the relation c1 > c2 > c3.

To encode the mentioned computation, we need a linear
order and the corresponding successor relation on a count-
ably infinite domain, making sure they are compatible with
the underlying partial successor relation. Some relations are
used. By Zero(o, a) we mean that a is the least element un-
der the order o; DMax(o, a) states that a is the largest el-
ement in adom(D) under the order o; Succ(o, a, b) denotes
that b is the immediate successor of a under the order o; and
LT(o, a, b) asserts that a is less than b under the order o. For
a technical reason, we also need some auxiliary relations. By
TC(o, a) we mean that a is not less than the largest element
in adom(D) under the order o, and RT(o, a, c) means that
a is an alias of c and it is used to build the order o. These
relations can be defined by the following DEDs:

First(w) ∧ Link(x,w)→ Zero(w, x) ∧ RT(w,w, x) (12)
Next(u, v) ∧ RT(w, u, x) ∧ Link(y, v)

→ Succ(w, x, y) ∧ RT(w, v, y)
(13)

Last(v) ∧ RT(w, v, x))→ DMax(w, x) ∧ TC(w, x) (14)
TC(v, x)→ ∃y Succ(v, x, y) ∧ TC(v, y) (15)

Succ(v, x, y)→ LT(v, x, y) (16)
LT(v, x, y) ∧ LT(v, y, z)→ LT(v, x, z) (17)

3To make the figure simple, we use the semi-oblivious chase.

With these relations, it is routine to define arithmetic rela-
tions such as Add(o, a, b, c) (asserting that c = a + b under
the order o) and Biti(o, a, b) (asserting that the b-th bit of the
binary representation of a is i). We omit the details here.

Computing the Bound. We first show how to compute a
simple bound function ` where `(n) = nc for n ≥ 0 where
c is a positive integer. Suppose UCQ(o, a) asserts that, under
the order o, a is the representation (e.g., the Gödel number)
of a boolean UCQ, and QSize(o, a, b) states that, under the
order o, the size of the query (encoded by) a is b. With the
arithmetic relations, such relations can be easily defined by
DEDs (in fact Datalog rules). Our task is to construct DEDs
to compute the bound ||q||c, and record it by Bound(o, a, b)
which states that under the order o, the bound w.r.t. the query
(encoded by) a is b. This can be done by single DED:
UCQ(v, x) ∧ QSize(v, x, y) ∧ Add(v, y, y, z1) ∧ · · ·

∧ Add(v, y, zc−2, zc−1)→ Bound(v, x, zc)
(18)

For the general case, since every bound function is com-
putable, there is a Turing machine to compute it. The in-
put of this machine is the binary representation of query q,
which is encoded by a natural number. Suppose we have de-
fined a successor relation on a countably infinite domain, the
procedures of encoding and decoding as well as the Turing
machine can be simulated by DEDs (in fact Datalog rules)
in the routine way; see, e.g., (Dantsin et al. 2001).

Implementing the Query Answering. As mentioned pre-
viously, with a partial successor relation S on adom(D) and
the bound `(||q||), we will let the bounded constant set A
consist of the first `(||q||) constants in a traverse of the re-
lation S. In this subsection, our task is to construct a DED
set to implement the computation of answering q on the re-
stricted database D|A under the original DED set Σ.

Since the boolean query answering with the full DED-
language is recursively enumerable, one can effectively
transform Σ to a Turing machineMΣ which implement the
boolean query answering under Σ. With this machine, by
employing the construction defined in (Zhang et al. 2016),
we can then obtain the desired DED set. Note that the con-
struction is almost the same. The only difference that might
need to be care for is as follows. Queries in (Zhang et al.
2016) are boolean CQs, but here we address boolean UCQs.
To deal with UCQs, we need only to change the format of
input sightly. Due to the space limit, we omit it here.

To restore the result of query answering, we use a binary
relation symbol Accept. By Accept(o, a) we mean that the
machineMΣ halts on input (D|A, q) with “yes”, and o is the
partial successor relation to implement the computation.

Generating Universal Models. By applying the DEDs that
we have constructed, we would obtain the class of boolean
UCQs q that are derivable fromD under Σ. With such a class
of UCQs, now our task is to construct a universal model set.

Given a class D of databases and a set C of constants, let⊕
C
D =

⋃
{D∗ : D ∈ D} (19)

where, for each database D ∈ D, D∗ is an isomorphic copy
of D such that, for any pair of distinct databases D1, D2 ∈
D, only constants from C will be shared by D∗1 and D∗2 .

Figure 1: The Instance Generated in Example 3.

Example 3. Let D be a database which involves only con-
stants c1, c2 and c3, and suppose the linear order defined by
Less is c1 > c2 > c3. By an exhaustive application of DEDs
(6-8),2 we obtain an instance as illustrated by Figure 1.

As seen in Figure 1, there are 7 partial successor relations
s1, . . . , s7 generated in the instance. For instance, s1 defines
the partial successor relation involving only c1; s5 defines
the relation c2 > c3; s7 defines the relation c1 > c2 > c3.

To encode Stage 1 mentioned before, we need to generate
a linear order and the corresponding successor relation on a
countably infinite domain, making sure they are compatible
with the underlying partial successor relation on adom(D).
More relations are needed to do this. Zero(o, a) means that
a is the least element under the order o; DMax(o, a) states
that a is the largest element in adom(D) under the order o;
Succ(o, a, b) denotes that b is the immediate successor of a
under the order o; and LT(o, a, b) asserts that a is less than
b under the order o. For a technical reason, we also need
some auxiliary relations. TC(o, a) denotes that a is not less
than the largest element in adom(D) under the order o, and
RT(o, a, c) means that a is an alias of c and it is used to build
the order o. All of these are defined by the following DEDs:

First(w) ∧ Link(x,w)→ Zero(w, x) ∧ RT(w,w, x) (9)
Next(u, v) ∧ RT(w, u, x) ∧ Link(y, v)

→ Succ(w, x, y) ∧ RT(w, v, y)
(10)

Last(v) ∧ RT(w, v, x))→ DMax(w, x) ∧ TC(w, x) (11)
TC(v, x)→ ∃z.Succ(v, x, y) ∧ TC(v, y) (12)

Succ(v, x, y)→ LT(v, x, y) (13)
LT(v, x, y) ∧ LT(v, y, z)→ LT(v, x, z) (14)

With these relations, it is routine to define arithmetic rela-
tions such as Add(o, a, b, c) (asserting that c = a + b under
the order o) and Biti(o, a, b) (asserting that the b-th bit of the
binary representation of a is i). We omit the details here.

Simulating Query Answering under OΣ. With a partial
successor relation and the related arithmetic relations, we
are now in the position to define some DEDs to simulate the
query answering of q under OΣ and D.

2To make the figure simple, we use the semi-oblivious chase.



Our encoding that implements the simulation of query an-
swering is almost the same as that in Section 5.3 of (Zhang,
Zhang, and You 2016). As proved by Zhang, Zhang, and
You (see Proposition 6 of (2016)), all recursively enumer-
able OMQA-ontologies can be recognized by a certain class
of Turing machines, called convergent 2-bounded nondeter-
ministic Turing machines. Although the queries involved in
that work are only boolean CQs, by a similar argument one
can show that the result can be generalized to the case where
boolean UCQs are involved. The only difference is that, to
deal with UCQs, we have to change the format of input
slightly. Due to the space limit, we omit the details here.

With the result mentioned above, we can then find a con-
vergent 2-bounded nondeterministic Turing machineMΣ to
recognize OΣ. By employing the DEDs defined in Section
5.3 of (Zhang, Zhang, and You 2016) (with a slight modifi-
cation to specify the partial successor relation), we are then
able to simulate the computation ofMΣ on the input (D, q).

To restore the result of the query answering, we use a bi-
nary relation symbol Accept. By Accept(o, a) we mean that
the machineMΣ halts on input (D, q) with “accept”, and o is
the partial successor relation to implement the computation.

Generating Universal Models. By applying all the DEDs
that we have constructed, we will obtain the class of boolean
UCQs that are derivable fromD underOΣ. With such a class
of UCQs, now our task is to construct a universal model set.

Given a class D of databases and a set C of constants, let
⊕

C
D =

⋃
{D∗ : D ∈ D}

where, for each database D ∈ D, D∗ is an isomorphic copy
of D such that, for any pair of distinct databases D1, D2 ∈
D, only constants from C will be shared by D∗1 and D∗2 .

LetD be a D-database, andO an OMQA[UCQ]-ontology
over (D ,Q). Given a boolean UCQ q, let Dq denote the set
consisting of [p] for each disjunct (a boolean CQ) of q. Let

Γ(O,D) = {Dq : (D, q) ∈ O}.
Let U(O,D) denote the set that consists of

⊕
CH for each

minimum hitting set H of Γ(O,D), where C = adom(D).

Proposition 8. Let O be an OMQA[UCQ]-ontology over
(D ,Q), let D be a D-database, and let q be a boolean Q-
UCQ such that const(q) ⊆ adom(D). Then (D, q) ∈ O iff
I |= q for all instances I ∈ U(O,D).

Proof. Let Λ denote the set of all boolean UCQs p such that
(D, p) ∈ O. We first show a property as follows.

Claim. Λ � q iff I |= q for all instances I ∈ U(O,D).

Proof. First consider the direction of “only if”. Suppose we
have Λ � q, and let I be any instance in U(O,D). We need
to prove that I |= q. According to the definition of U(O,D),
we know that there is a minimum hitting set H of Γ(O,D)
such that I =

⊕
adom(D)H . This implies that for each UCQ

q0 ∈ Λ there is a disjunct p (which is a boolean CQ) of q0

such that [p] has an isomorphic copy in I . Consequently, we
have that I |= q0 for all boolean UCQs q0 ∈ Λ. From the
assumption that Λ � q, we conclude I |= q as desired.

Next let us turn to the direction of “if”. Suppose I |= q
for all instances I ∈ U(O,D). Now our task is to prove that
Λ � q. Let J be an arbitrary instance such that J |= p for
all boolean UCQs p ∈ Λ. Take p as any boolean UCQ in Λ.
W.l.o.g., we write p as the form p1 ∨ · · · ∨ pn where each pi
is a boolean CQ. Let ϕp ∈ {p1, . . . , pn} be any disjunct of
p such that J |= ϕp. Such a disjunct always exists because
J |= p. Suppose ϕp is of the form ∃~xpψp, where ψp is a
conjunction of atoms and ~xp a tuple of variables. Let sp be
an assignment such that J |= ψp[sp]. Let H denote the set
that consists of [ϕp] for each UCQ p ∈ Λ, and let I denote
the instance

⊕
adom(D)H . Let h be a mapping that maps the

isomorphic copy of x in I to sp(x) if p ∈ Λ and x ∈ ~xp, and
maps each constant in adom(D) to itself. Clearly, h is an
adom(D)-homomorphism from I to J . By the assumption
made in the begin of this paragraph, we know I |= q. As q
is preserved under adom(D)-homomorphisms, we conclude
J |= q, which completes the proof of the claim.

According to the above claim, to prove the desired propo-
sition, it suffices to show that (D, q) ∈ O iff Λ � q. The
direction of “only if” is trivial since from (D, q) ∈ O we al-
ready have q ∈ Λ. It thus remains to show the converse. Sup-
pose Λ � q. According to the compactness, there is a finite
subset Λ0 of Λ such that Λ0 � q. Let q0 denote the conjunc-
tion of all UCQs in Λ0. Obviously, q0 is also a boolean UCQ.
By the definition of Λ, we know that for each UCQ q ∈ Λ0

we have (D, q) ∈ O. SinceO is closed under query conjunc-
tions, we obtain (D, q0) ∈ O. By Λ0 � q, it also holds that
q0 � q. Furthermore, by applying the closure property of O
under query implications, we conclude (D, q) ∈ O, which
completes the proof of the proposition immediately.

With Proposition 8, we are now able to construct some
DEDs to generate U(O,D). Some fresh relations are needed
to access the encoding of a query. We use UCQ(o, a) to de-
note that, under the order o, a is the representation (e.g., the
Gödel number) of a boolean UCQ, and use Union(o, a, b, c)
to assert that, under the order o, the boolean UCQ a is the
disjunction of a boolean CQ b and a boolean UCQ c. By
CQ(o, a) we mean that a is the encoding of some boolean
CQ under the order o, and by QVar(o, a, b) we means that
b is a variable that occurs in the boolean CQ encoded by a
under the order o. Moreover, we assume Q1, . . . ,Qn enu-
merates all relation symbols in Q. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let
HasQi(o, a,~t) denote that Qi(~t) is an atom in the CQ en-
coded by a. It is easy to see that all these relations can be
defined by standard arithmetic relations.

Now, we use the following DEDs to nondeterministically
choose which disjunct of a boolean UCQ to be true:

Accept(v, x)→True(v, x) (15)
True(v, x)∧Union(v, x, y, z)→True(v, y)∨True(v, z) (16)

where True(o, a) states that the boolean CQ encoded by a
under the order o is chosen to be true in the intended model.

To generate a copy of a boolean CQ in the intended uni-



versal model, we employ the following DEDs:

CQ(v, x) ∧ QVar(v, x, y)→ ∃z Copy(v, x, y, z) (17)
CQ(v, x) ∧ AD(y)→ Copy(v, x, y, y) (18)

True(v, x) ∧ CQ(v, x) ∧ HasQi(v, x, ~y)

∧ Copy(v, x, ~y, ~z)→ Qi(~z)
(19)

where Copy(v, x, ~y, ~z) denotes
∧

1≤j≤k Copy(v, x, yj , zj) if
~y = y1 · · · yk, ~z = z1 · · · zk, and k is the arity of Qi. Intu-
itively, the first rule generates a copy for each variable in the
CQ q, the second one asserts that the constant in q will not
change, and the third one then copy atoms in q into the uni-
versal model and implement some necessary substitutions.

Let loc`(Σ) denote the set of DEDs that we have defined
in this section. From the encoding we then have

Lemma 9. [[loc`(Σ)]]QD,Q = OΣ.

Clearly, given the representation of any bound function `
and any finite set Σ of DEDs, constructing loc`(Σ) is com-
putable. Let TF consist of loc`(Σ) for each finite set Σ of
DEDs and each bound function ` ∈ F. Since F is decid-
able, we know that TF is also decidable. Let LF be the DED-
language induced by TF. By Lemmas 9, 5 and 6, LF must be
universal for the family of F-local OMQA-languages.

Concluding Remarks
We have established the nonexistence of universal language
for both FO-rewritable and PTIME-tractable OMQA. As a
rescue, we also proposed a novel property, called the local-
ity, as an approximation to the FO-rewritability, and proved
that there is some language of DEDs which is universal for
OMQA with bounded locality. In spite of the unnaturalness
of the constructed language, we believe that the proposed
property would shed light on finding natural universal lan-
guages, as well as on identifying new tractable languages.
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